A packaging assembly for lightweight containers that includes a secondary packaging for gathering and holding a plurality of individual primary lightweight containers. The secondary packaging includes two layers of thermoplastic shrinkable film enclosing the lightweight containers, with the layers being connected to one another at least partially in the circumference of the secondary packaging. Each of the primary lightweight containers has a container body and a container neck with a neck opening. The lightweight containers are disposed in the secondary packaging in rows forming one single, substantially plane layer, with all containers being oriented with their longitudinal axis (L) forming an angle (α) with the plane of the packaging assembly that is between 0 and 45°. Also, the neck of each container is oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, such that the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows are turned towards the inside of the layer.
PACKAGING ASSEMBLY COMPRISING LIGHTWEIGHT CONTAINERS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS

[0001] The present invention concerns a packaging assembly comprising lightweight containers. And a process of manufacturing such a packaging assembly.

[0002] More particularly, it relates to a secondary film packaging for gathering a plurality of primary lightweight containers which have an ovoid shape.

[0003] Today, some products, for instance liquids or semi-liquids for human consumption such as fruit juices, aromatized water, chilled dairy products or mineral water are sold in blow-moulded lightweight containers made out of thermoplastic material.

[0004] Such lightweight containers allow to reduce the amount of packaging material such as to decrease the container's cost and be more environmentally friendly. Such containers are used as primary containers and are typically of a very simple structure so as to reduce the complexity of the manufacturing tool, therefore improving the manufacturing process and related cost.

[0005] In order to simplify their structure as a maximum, such primary containers are designed with an ovoid shape, and comprise a neck with dispensing opening that is closed, by means of a peelable membrane, or screw cap.

[0006] Today, such containers are stored, transported and distributed in bulk, that is to say in large loose bags, from which consumers can take them out after opening the gathering bag.

[0007] Such a secondary packaging system however proves to be disadvantageous in many aspects.

[0008] First, handling and stackability of such loose bags is very difficult due to the fact the overall shape of the loose bags is indefinite.

[0009] Second, such loose bags are not visually attractive for the consumer in the point of sales, because the primary containers contained therein are not presented in a defined way, so that the labels cannot be read correctly, and the general appearance of the containers is not nice to the eye.

[0010] Third, the primary containers are somehow not as resistant to impacts or drop as classical containers with thick walls, especially in the region of the neck. Due to the fact that such containers are stored in bulk, the necks are not propped up in place during transportation. In case of accidental fall or shock during transportation or handling, some pressure can be put on the necks, damaging them and causing leakage of some of the containers in the loose bag. Such a technical failure is of course very undesirable.

[0011] Forth, due to the high number of primary containers contained within the loose bags, the latter are made out of a thick plastic film to withstand the internal pressure of the primary containers inside. Such thick plastic film is expensive and not environmentally friendly.

[0012] The present invention aims at solving the above listed drawbacks and disadvantages of the existing secondary packages for gathering lightweight containers as defined above.

[0013] To this effect, the present invention concerns a packaging assembly comprising a secondary packaging for gathering and holding a plurality of individual primary lightweight containers, said secondary packaging comprising two layers of thermoplastic shrinkable film enclosing said lightweight containers, said layers being connected to one another at least partially in the circumference of said secondary packaging, each of the primary lightweight containers comprising a container body and a container neck comprising itself a neck opening.

[0014] According to the present invention, the packaging assembly is characterized in that said lightweight containers are disposed in said secondary packaging in rows forming one single—substantially plane—layer, all containers being oriented with their longitudinal axis forming an angle with the plane of the packaging assembly that is comprised between 0 and 45°, the neck of each container being oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in the preceding row, and such that the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows are turned towards the inside of said layer.

[0015] By longitudinal axis, it is meant the axis of revolution passing through the centre of the neck—the latter having the general shape of a cylinder—, and all the way through the centre portion of the body, down through the bottom portion of the container which is located opposite the neck.

[0016] In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the neck of each container in a row is inserted in between the bottom portions of the bodies of the containers in the adjacent rows.

[0017] Furthermore, the angle between the longitudinal axis of each container neck and the plane of the packaging assembly is preferably comprised between 5 and 25°, preferably between 5 and 15°.

[0018] Advantageously, the container bodies of the containers are generally ovoid.

[0019] In one possible execution of the invention, the lightweight primary containers can be polyethylene terephthalate (PET) containers containing mineral water.

[0020] Another aspect of the present invention is directed to a process for manufacturing a packaging assembly as described above.

[0021] More particularly, the present invention provides a manufacturing process for manufacturing a packaging assembly according as described hereinbefore, characterized in that it comprises, in order, the following steps:

[0022] (i) placing a layer of shrinkable film above or under a frame so that the total length of film is at least twice the total length or width of the frame,

[0023] (ii) disposing a plurality of primary lightweight containers over said film and inside the frame so that:

[0024] said lightweight containers are disposed in said secondary packaging in rows forming one single—substantially plane—layer, and

[0025] all containers are oriented with their longitudinal axis forming an angle with the plane of the packaging assembly that is comprised between 0 and 45°, and

[0026] the neck of each container is oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, and

[0027] the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows are turned towards the inside of said layer, and

[0028] the surface area of the plurality of primary containers corresponds exactly to the surface area inside the frame,

[0029] (iii) folding the portion of film disposed outside the frame over said plurality of primary containers held inside the frame,
(iv) sealing the contours of film so as to form a closed pouch of film around the plurality of primary containers, and
(v) placing said closed film pouch in heating means so as to shrink said film tightly around said plurality of primary containers.

Preferably, said surface of film disposed above said frame in step (i), exceeds the surface of said frame in all directions.

Additional features and advantages of the present invention are described in, and will be apparent from, the description of the presently preferred embodiment which is set out below with reference to the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of a primary lightweight container;

FIG. 2 is an enlarge schematic profile view showing a plurality of primary lightweight containers arranged in one layer as per the invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic perspective view showing one layer of primary lightweight containers arranged in a frame during the manufacture of a packaging assembly according to the invention;

FIG. 4 is a schematic profile view showing the positioning of a plurality of primary containers onto a film disposed onto a frame;

FIG. 5 is a figure similar to FIG. 4 wherein the film is folded onto the plurality of primary containers;

FIG. 6 is a schematic top view showing a sealing jaw applied to some of the contours of the film enclosing the primary containers shown in FIGS. 4 and 5;

FIG. 7 is a perspective schematic view of a packaging assembly according to the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a profile schematic view of a packaging assembly according to the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a schematic profile view showing a plurality of packaging assemblies according to the invention, piled up in a pallet configuration.

The present invention aims at providing a packaging assembly comprising a secondary film wrapping that encloses and firmly holds a plurality of individual lightweight primary containers in a single layer.

FIG. 1 illustrates such a lightweight primary container. A lightweight container comprises a container body, a container neck and a container delivery opening that is open at the extremity of the container neck.

As shown in FIG. 1, the container can be provided with stabilizing means allowing it to stand on a surface in a stable, upright, position, that is to say, wherein the longitudinal axis of the neck is in the vertical position and the container opening is turned upwardly. In the present embodiment of the invention, the stabilizing means comprises three rounded extensions of the container body, protruding downwards from the bottom of the latter.

The primary container is made out of a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) preform that is blow into a mould into a generally ovoid container.

By “lightweight container”, it is meant a container with a ratio volume/weight that is comprised between 60 to 120, preferably 80 to 120. Typically, such containers have a wall thickness in the region of the container body that is less than 100 μm, for a volume below 1 litre.

The container opening is closed after filling the container with the contents, for instance mineral water, with any suitable closing means such as peelable film, screw cap, clipped cap, or similar (not represented in the drawing).

As shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, the packaging assembly according to the present invention comprises a secondary packaging for gathering and holding a plurality of individual primary lightweight containers as described hereinbefore.

Secondary packaging comprises two layers of thermoplastic shrinkable film enclosing said lightweight containers, said layers being connected to one another in the circumference portion of said secondary packaging.

In an alternative embodiment of the invention, some spaces are predetermined in between the primary containers so that the two layers of film forming the secondary packaging can be sealed in some points between the primary containers—and not only at the periphery of said secondary packaging (not shown in the drawings).

According to the present invention and as illustrated in FIGS. 2, 3, 7 and 8, the lightweight containers are disposed in said secondary packaging in rows forming one single—substantially plane—layer, all containers being oriented with their longitudinal axis forming an angle α with the plane of the whole packaging assembly that is comprised between 0 and 45°, preferably between 5 and 25°, and more preferably between 5 and 15°.

Furthermore, the neck of each container is oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bottom portions of the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, and such that the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows of one packaging assembly layer are turned towards the inside of said layer.

In another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a process for manufacturing a packaging assembly as described in detail above.

According to the invention, this process comprises, in order, the following steps:

(i) placing a layer of shrinkable film above a frame so that the total length of film is at least twice the total length or width of the frame,

(ii) as illustrated in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, disposing a plurality of primary lightweight containers over said film and inside the frame so that:

said lightweight containers are disposed in said secondary packaging in rows forming one single—substantially plane—layer, and

all containers are oriented with their longitudinal axis forming an angle with the plane of the packaging assembly that is comprised between 0 and 45°, and

the neck of each container is oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, and

the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows are turned towards the inside of said layer, and

the surface area of the plurality of primary containers corresponds exactly to the surface area inside the frame—taking into account the functional play—;

(iii) folding the portion of film disposed outside the frame over said plurality of primary containers held inside the frame, as shown in FIG. 5,

(iv) sealing the contours of film so as to form a closed pouch of film around the plurality of primary containers with sealing means such as sealing jaws, as illustrated in FIG. 6, and
(v) placing said closed film pouch in heating means so as to shrink said film tightly around said plurality of primary containers so as to form a packaging assembly as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8.

The present invention is particularly advantageous for storing, transporting and presenting lightweight primary containers in a tidy and space-saving way. Particularly, the packaging assemblies according to the present invention can be palletised very easily, as shown in FIG. 9. On a pallet 14, several layers of packaging assemblies 1 are piled up, every other pile being oriented perpendicular to the adjacent top and bottom layers.

Such a pallet configuration stabilizes the different layers together and reinforces the whole pallet, and in some instances where the pallet is not high, it is possible to avoid the use of a wrapping film enclosing and maintaining the whole pallet.

It should be understood that various changes and modifications to the presently preferred embodiments described herein will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Such changes and modifications can be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention and without diminishing its attendant advantages. It is therefore intended that such changes and modifications be covered by the appended claims.

8. A packaging assembly comprising a secondary packaging for gathering and holding a plurality of individual primary lightweight containers, the secondary packaging comprising two layers of thermoplastic shrinkable film enclosing the lightweight containers, the layers being connected to one another at least partially in the circumference of the secondary packaging, each of the primary lightweight containers comprising a container body and a container neck comprising itself a neck opening, wherein the lightweight containers are disposed in the secondary packaging in rows forming one single, substantially plane layer, all containers being oriented with their longitudinal axis (L) forming an angle (α) with the plane of the packaging assembly that is between 0° and 45°, the neck of each container being oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, and such that the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows are turned towards the inside of the layer.

The packaging assembly of claim 8, wherein the neck of each container in a row is inserted in between bottom portions of the container bodies in adjacent rows.

The packaging assembly of claim 8, wherein the angle (α) between the longitudinal axis (L) of each container and the packaging assembly is between 5° and 25°.

The packaging assembly of claim 8, wherein the angle (α) between the longitudinal axis (L) of each container and the packaging assembly is between 5° and 15°.

The packaging assembly of claim 11, wherein the containers are arranged in three rows with the necks of the containers in the middle row being in contact with two containers of the peripheral row.

13. The packaging assembly of claim 8, wherein the container bodies are generally ovoid.

14. The packaging assembly of claim 8, wherein the lightweight primary containers are polyethylene terephthalate (PET) containers containing mineral water.

15. A packaging assembly comprising rows individual containers including two peripheral rows and one internal row, and a secondary packaging comprising thermoplastic shrinkable film for enclosing and holding the containers in the rows in a substantially plane layer, wherein the containers have a body, bottom and neck that includes an opening, with each row of containers oriented with the container longitudinal axes (L) forming an angle (α) with the plane of the packaging assembly that is between 5° and 45°, with adjacent rows of containers being offset such that the necks of the containers in one row are aligned between the bodies of the containers in an adjacent row; and with the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows directed oriented so that container bottoms in the peripheral rows form front and rear ends of the packaging assembly.

16. A process for manufacturing a packaging assembly which comprises:

- placing a layer of shrinkable film above or under a frame wherein the film has a total length that is at least twice the length or width of the frame;
- disposing a plurality of primary lightweight containers over the film and inside the frame in rows forming one single, substantially plane layer, with the containers oriented with their longitudinal axes forming an angle with the plane of the packaging assembly that is between 0° and 45°, with the necks of the containers oriented so as to be at least partially inserted between the bodies of the containers disposed in an adjacent row, and with the necks of the containers in the peripheral rows turned towards the inside of the layer, wherein the plurality of primary containers provides a surface area that corresponds to the surface area inside the frame;
- folding the portion of film disposed outside the frame over the plurality of primary containers held inside the frame; and sealing the film portions to form a closed pouch around the plurality of primary containers; and
- heating the closed pouch to shrink the film tightly around the plurality of primary containers.

17. The process of claim 16, wherein the surface of film disposed above the frame exceeds the width and length of frame in all directions.

18. The process of claim 16, wherein the angle (α) between the longitudinal axis (L) of each container and the packaging assembly is between 5° and 25°.

19. The process of claim 16, wherein the containers are polyethylene terephthalate (PET) containers containing mineral water.
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